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BitHack is a very old utility that I have originally wrote in DOS and have updated to
windows. It does one thing, and that is extraction of bitmaps from binary files. I'm
not talking about RLE or compressed bitmaps, but raw pixmap or DIB, i.e. actual
pixels saved to file, usually scanline by scanline with maybe some pad bytes
between. BitHack allows you to extract that data and display it, refining the
parameters in real time until you have the right image. It takes some skill to
recognise an image and bring it into "focus" but it's lots of fun anyway. Each file is
read line by line, and for each line a buffer containing the chars up to the buffer size
of 256 bytes is read. The ASCII hex digits are converted into pairs (decimal) and
each pair is stored in a dictionary structure. Those pairs are used to lookup for
matching pairs of them in the dictionary, in order to identify the exact line number
of the bitmap. The buffer is then scanned and identified with each pair, line by line.
The matching line of the dictionary is chosen and compared against the buffer, and
if there is a match the exact pixel position (in 32 bit hexadecimal) is saved in a
dictionary structure. If you press a key the current parameters are used to look up
in the dictionary for a bitmap match, the exact pixel position is saved, and the
buffer and the line corresponding to the dictionary key are displayed. The
parameters are adjusted if necessary to match the current buffer. BitHack allows
you to extract that data and display it, refining the parameters in real time until you
have the right image. It takes some skill to recognise an image and bring it into
"focus" but it's lots of fun anyway. How does the application work? 1. Load an image
2. Define a key for the default (best) parameter value 3. Quit 4. Start This will store
the parameters into the registry. 5. Run the application This will display the image
line by line and allow you to adjust the parameters to exactly match the real image.
If you press a key it will modify the parameters in real time until the default value
has been achieved. Copyright notice BitHack is a freeware program. However, I
don't allow commercial usage. Get the Source Code =================
You can download the source code from my website:

BitHack 

BitHack is an utility for extracting bitmaps from various files, including BMP, GIF,
PNG, PPM, PGM, PCX, TIF, XPM, and many others (ANSI, EBCDIC, ASCII). Images to
be extracted must be represented as a series of lines (scanlines) with possibly some
padding bytes (usually 8 bits) between rows or scanlines. BitHack recognizes this
structure and stores the image lines in its own format. Unlike other extractors,
BitHack can extract images into any type of image format (usually the native format
of the image viewer). For example, it can extract a BMP bitmap into the BMP file
format itself, or extract a PNG into PNG format. BitHack also allows you to change
and alter pixel values and easily apply several filters and effects to the images. In
addition to extracting the image, BitHack displays the extracted image on the
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screen, allowing for the quick comparison of various parameters. BitHack's features:
Extraction into any type of image format and storage Fully portable application in
DOS and Windows Extracts bitmaps from all graphic file types Extracts JPEG images
as well as any other standard-compliant compressed graphic format Extracts RAW
data into RGB, BGR, CIE L*a*b* and YUV formats Allows you to change pixel values
and apply different filters Supports more than 130 different graphic file formats
Supports gamma correction, desharpening and color balance Supported image file
formats: BMP, GIF, PNG, PPM, PGM, PCX, TIF, XPM, JFIF, JPEG, PGM, PPM, PCX, TIF,
BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, JPG, JPE, GIF, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, TIF, JPG, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, JPG,
JPE, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, JPE, TIF, JPG, JPE, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, JPE, TIF, BMP, GIF, JPG,
JPE, JPE, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPE, JPE, TIF, BMP, b7e8fdf5c8
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BitHack was originally written for DOS but has now been maintained for Windows. It
is a simple tool with a front-end library of functions. The actual extraction of the
bitmap data is done by an undocumented OLE library. Despite not being
documented it is very well implemented and easy to use. The only real problem is
that it doesn't display correctly in the 64-bit Windows version. The library has been
updated to support 64-bit Windows. BitHack may also be used for viewing the data
but this is not the focus. The latest version is Version 4.02, originally written in Tcl
and GUI using QT, but the code is now written in Delphi 7. The version numbers I
have since stopped trying to use and just use the final versions but if you ask me to
upgrade I will. BitHack is a very simple program but I don't like simplifying it for
people with no clue. The front-end is built on top of a simple Tk GUI system. The
main menu is very simple, it only has three items (yes, I have menus now) The first
item is to "Extract bitmap" and the other two items are "Apply all changes" and
"Clear all changes". There is also a command called "Extract transparency" and
"Extract transpancy" which will move the data to a separate file with a name of
*.LUT. It also allows you to copy the LUT from one file to another and then extracts
that data from it. However you can only extract the data from files with.BMP
extension, so you need to rename the file and give it a name that does not conflict
with existing files. There is also a command that allows you to extract more data
from the "applies bitmap changes" file: "Extract color information". You can do this
for every scanline in the bitmap, it extracts only the red, green and blue values. It
also outputs the color information as a single character (0-255) or as a hex triplet
(for 24-bit modes) to a file, which means the data can be copied to another file and
then used as a palette. You can also extract the x and y coordinates of the pixel
data, either directly from the file or (if you use the GUI) using the menu. If you use
the GUI there is a separate section that allows you to drag the mouse to adjust the
current image. These values will be written to the appropriate

What's New in the BitHack?

BitHack extracts the raw bitmap pixel data from an image file and does a number of
things with it: It detects the compression type (rle, jpeg, pgm, etc). It runs a
scanline-by-scanline test to determine the actual size of the pixels. The most
important step is that the image is typically padded to a full 32-bit word width, thus
allowing the bits to be extracted from the beginning of the image file. It will then
compute the actual pixel data for each scanline and store it in a buffer. Then it can
apply various image processing tools to the image: A thresholding tool A cross-fade
tool A Sharpen tool A ReSize tool A smooth gaussian filter I've added many
modifications since and added some new tools. For example: Image restoration
which can bring out shapes hidden in very low contrast images The Image inversion
can be used to make night and day images look like they were taken in the same
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conditions. I hope you'll find the power to make or destroy images with some of the
new tools included in this version. Because some images are more difficult to
extract than others, BitHack can take a couple of attempts to do it right. That's
where I added a finite-element model (based on the rle algorithm). I also added a
Process RLE (RLE to PNG conversion). If you know some bitmapped images and
want to extract them, Then BitHack is the one program for you. Version 2.0 I added
support to extract 25 raw bitmap files at once, thus saving time. I also added a raw
rle reader/writer. The image processing tools were broken down into more tools.
Some tools are specific to specific types of images. For example: Paintbrush tool:
used for line art (stitching between scanlines) Smoothing tool: used for smoothing
line art (softness) ReScale tool: used for resizing bitmaps (smoother lines) The next
version will be 2.5. News Version 2.5 now added the Image inversion tool. Thanks to
those who helped out, especially maury. The image stabilization tool has also been
added, which greatly improves the resizing of bitmap images. 2.5a Added a re-read
compressed (rle)
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System Requirements For BitHack:

Cocaine :: Details · COCAINE is a CBBC drama, based on the novels of Colin
Bateman. It stars Billie Piper and Darren Boyd as the young wife and husband of an
East End drug dealer. Raised by her father and stepmother, Dawn (the wife of an
equally involved parent, Frank), Billie is told she has a brother, the product of a drug-
fuelled fling. When she finds out the truth, she is left to question the motivation of
all her "fathers" - her biological father, Frank, Dawn,
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